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T U B E R C U L O S IS  IN SW IN E
THE COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF INFECTED AND PASTEURIZED 
SKIM MILK WHEN FED TO HEALTHY PIGS.
W . J. K e n n e d y  E. T . R o bbin s F. W . Bo u s k a
Introduction.
Tuberculosis is of frequent occurrence in hogs, and, apparently, the 
number of hogs so affected is on the increase. So true is this in 
some sections of the country that packers are cautious about buying 
hogs from those localities. T h e  carcasses of tuberculous animals are 
often so thoroughly infected with the disease as to be un­
fit for food, and consequently are a source of loss to the 
packer. W here animals are slaughtered without being subjected 
to careful inspection,- the diseased meat is very certain to be unwit­
tingly used for food. A  knowledge of the sources of infection and 
of the extent to which the disease is readily spread is of primary 
inportance to those who must undertake the responsibility of check­
ing it. , '
It ds known that the same bacillus which produces tuberculosis 
in cattle also produces the disease in hogs. T h e  exact extent 
to which cattle are the cause of its presence among hogs is, however, 
not known. Naturally, milk is commonly considered one of the 
main carriers of the disease. M any instances can be cited of droves 
of hogs fed at some time in their lives on whole milk, skim milk 
or buttermilk that when slaughtered have shown a large proportion 
infected with tuberculosis.
A t present there is a great deal of interest taken in all that con­
cerns milk as a source of tuberculous infection. T h e  importance of 
pasteurizing milk to be used for pig feeding is demanding consider­
able attention. T h e  thirty-first General Assembly of Iowa enacted 
a law empowering the State Food and D airy Commissioner to pros­
ecute all creameries of the state that do not pasteurize their skim 
milk. This law is obeyed by practically all the creameries that have 
any skimmed milk. However, only about 40 per cent of Iowa butter 
is made from milk as distinguished from cream brought to the cream­
ery.
For the purpose of investigating some phases of this subject directly 
associated with the use of milk, this experiment was undertaken.
3
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O B J E C T S .
In this investigation the following objects were sought:
1. T o  test the effect of feeding to pigs skim milk known to con­
tain virulent bacilli of bovine tuberculosis.
2. T o  test the effect of feeding pasteurized skim milk to pigs.
3. T o  determine whether there is any difference in the suscepti­
bility of pigs fed tuberculous milk on pasture and in small dry 
yards.
P L A N
Forty pigs were divided into four lots of ten each, and fed from 
July 24, 1906, to February 5, 1907, each lot being fed a ration of 
corn mea-l and shorts equal parts by weight with the following differ­
ences in the treatment of the lots :
Lot 1 was kept on timothy pasture and fed pasteurized skim milk.
Lot 2 was kept on timothy pasture and fed skim milk containing
bacilli of bovine tuberculosis.
Lot 3 was kept in a small dry yard and fed pateurized skim milk.
Lot 4 was kept in a small dry yard and fed skim milk containing
bacilli of bovine tuberculosis.
T H E  P IG S .
. of I9° 5> fourteen grade Berkshire gilts, raised under
healthful farm conditions in the vicinity of the Experiment Station, 
were selected for the purpose of raising pigs for this experiment. They 
were mated with a Poland China boar, and fed a ration of corn, 
oats and shorts during the winter. In February the three sows 
.showing the; least thrift and condition were slaughtered by a local 
butcher, and a post-mortem examination.made. N o lesions of tuber­
culosis were found in any of the sows.
T h e pigs were farrowed in April and ran with the sows on a 
small bluegrass pasture until weaned at ten weeks old. Up to this 
time_ they were fed corn and shorts, and after weaning were 
also fed some ground oats. During the time the pigs were with their 
dams there were five cows and heifers in the pasture part of the time, 
but they had all been tested and found to be free from tuberculosis. 
A fter the pigs were weaned they were kept in a dry yard on the grain 
ration above mentioned until they were divided into lots for the ex- 
photograph taken Ju n e 20th shows their appearance
T h e forty largest^ most thrifty appearing pigs were divided as 
evenly as possible with respect to size, condition, sex and apparent
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5thrift into four lots. July 21st each lot was put into the yard it 
was to occupy during the experiment, and, beginning July 24th when 
they were weighed individually, their feed was weighed to them 
throughout the experiment.
P R O B A B L E  F R E E D O M  F R O M  T U B E R C U L O S IS .
As has been' noted above, before the work of this experiment had 
gone far, three sows from among the number that were to raise the 
pigs were slaughtered and found to be free from tuberculosis. No. 
method has yet been devised for definitely determining whether or 
not a living pig has tuberculosis. A  test suoh as is used with cattle 
gives no definite results with pigs. In order to know definitely 
whether any of the sows had tuberculosis1 they were all fattened 
after the pigs were weaned. T h e  sows were slaughtered by. the. 
A gar Packing Company of Des Moines about October 12, 1906,» 
and inspected by D r. Chester M iller, U . S. M eat Inspector, who 
stated his observations as follows: “ Hogs with tag numbers 5 14> 
336 and 299 showed slight glandular lesions of tuberculosis. 
T h e  first two showed very slight tubercular infection in the post 
pharyngeal 'glands, the other in the cervical glands. I made a very 
close examination of all thoracic and abdominal visceral lymphatic 
glands, but could find nothing.”
.It is of interest to know that No. 514, while being fattened, gained
Grade Poland Chinas. Av. W t. June 20, 190S, 25 lbs.
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6io o  lbs. in fifty-six days on a ration of ear corn alone. No. 336 
gained 82 lbs. and No. 299 gained 77 lbs. in the same time and under 
the same conditions. O n August 8th, before the sows were fattened, 
it was noticed that No. 336 was, with one exception, the best appear­
ing sow of the eleven head.
| A fter the pigs had been selected for the experiment the least thrifty 
pigs remaining, seven in number, were killed and a post mortem exam­
ination was made. N o certain lesions of tuberculosis were found 
but found three cases, two of the liver and one of 
the mesenteric glands, where very slight infection seemed possible. A  
careful laboratory examination, however, failed to show the presence 
of tubercle bacilli.
Since the infection in the sows was so slight and did not involve 
the lungs nor the abdominal organs and since none of the pigs killed 
were infected, it seems very probable that the pigs used were not 
infected at the beginning of the experiment.
T h e corn meal was ground fairly fine in the Experiment Station 
feed mill. Farm value of ear corn was 40 cents per bushel. Shorts 
was purchased on the local market at $21.50 per ton. T h e  corn and 
shorts were analyzed, by Professor Louis G . Michael, Experiment 
Station chemist.
P E R C E N T A G E  C O M P O S I T I O N  O F  F E E D S.
T h e skim milk was not analyzed further than to test it to make 
sure that it had been thoroughly pasteurized. Some difficulty was 
experienced in procuring milk, so the first feed of it was given the 
pigs September 19th. T h e  milk was shipped by one of the patrons 
of the creamery at Randall, Iowa having been first pasteurized at 
the creamery. Frequent tests by Professor F. W . Bouska, dairy bac­
teriologist, showed that the milk had been heated to the proper tem-
F E E D S .
Water
11.52
11.25
Ash
2.29
4.25
Protein
10.13
16.27
Crude
Fibre
Nitrogen 
Free Extract Fat.
4 .56
3.07
Corn Meal 
Shorts 3.1111.06
68.39
54.10
perature.
T H E  I N F E C T E D  M IL K .
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7lots 2 and 4, was purposely introduced for this experiment. I tw a s  
the original plan to use only pure cultures of the bacilli o f K^ j \  
tuberculosis for infecting the milk, but as these could not be obtained 
in sufficient quantity and of undoubted virulence, fresh, tobercula 
bovine animal tissue was also used. In this way there could be n 
doubt that the pigs of lots 2 and 4 actually ingested vim ient tubercl 
bacilli. T h e  milk fed these two lots was not all infected, but only 
at intervals of a few days or weeks. Each time the infectious material 
was thoroughly mixed with the milk in the trough just before the 
pigs were turned to it, so none of the utensils except the troughs of 
the infected lots were contaminated. Altogether, infected milk was fed 
to lots 2 and 4 seven times,— on the following dates: bept. 25, i?ept. 
27, Oct. 18, Nov. 1, Nov. 12, Nov. 14 and. Nov. 19. ' .
One feed of milk was infected with one litre of glycerin broth cul­
ture of bovine tubercle bacilli 5001  c. being used for each lot of hogs. 
T h e other feeds of milk ware infected with bovine tubercular tissue, 
mostly lungs and livers. Microscopic examinations of the tubercles 
were made to verify the disease. T his material was hashed in a meat 
chopper and mixed with the milk at the rate of three to five pounds
t o  2i fcCXl* . , &. ...
For the tubercular tissue we are indebted to D r. T .  A . Shipley, 
U . S. M eat Inspector at the T .  M . Sinclair Packing House, Gedar 
Rapids, Iowa, and to Drs. C. M . D ay and D on C . Ayer, U . S. M eat 
Inspectors at Sw ift’s Packing House, South Omaha, Nebraska; for 
the tubercle cultures to D r. M . Dorset, Bureau of Anima.1 Industry, 
Washington, D . C., and to Professors Russell and Hastings, Madison,
Wisconsin.
Y A R D S  A N D  S H E L T E R S .
Lots 1 and 2 were each confined in a small timothy pasture of nine- 
tenths of an acre on level bottom land and provided with a small 
house for shade and shelter. T h e  pastures were separated by a  lane
about a rod wide. , . ,
Lots 3 and 4 were confined, until December 15th, in small, dry
yards adjoining each other, where cattle and hogs had been fed the 
previous winter. There was nothing between them but an open 
four board fence. A fter December 15th the two lots occupied ad­
joining pastures close to lots 1 and 2, but upon the expiration of this 
time the ground was frozen almost constantly and the grass  ^was dry, 
so that, aside from more freedom and exercise, their conditions were
the same as before. •
F E E D IN G  A N D  M A N A G E M E N T .
During the summer and fall the corn meal and shorts were mixed
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8together in considerable quantities in equal parts by weight, each
feed being weighed dry for each lot, and then soaked with water in a
half barrel from, one feeding time till the next. Enough water was 
used so that the meal would barely soak it up. W hen, in the latter 
part of November, the feed began to freeze at night, it was. fed dry 
fpr a few days, but the pigs did not take kindly to this dry meal. 
From November 26th to January 8th the shorts, made into a slop 
with water, were fed first and then shelled'com afterward. • As the 
weather became cold the pigs were often very slow in eating so much 
shorts made , into cold slop, and, as it was not convenient to warm 
water for. them, they were fed, beginning January 8th, as much 
shorts slop as they would eat readily and all the ear corn they cared 
for. T his made more than half of the ration corn at this time, 
but the proportions of ear corn and shorts were maintained the same. 
m 7  „  , comPuting the feed consumed, the corn is reduced to 
a shelled corn basis; A ll the lots were supplied constantly with 
water, salt arid slack coal. • - J
T h e milk was fed separate from the other feed. During the 
warm weather it was fed about ten hours from the time it was 
taken from the creamery. W hen the weather was colder it was 
allowed to stand until fed the next morning, about twenty-two hours 
alter leaving the creamery.
A t the beginning of the experiment' the pigs were weighed in­
dividually on three successive days, the average being taken as the 
correct weight for the middle day, and throughout the experiment 
at intervals of four weeks they were weighed individually.
C O N D I T I O N S  A F F E C T I N G  T H E  L O T S .
So far as could be observed, lots I and 2 on pasture, had exactly 
the same conditions in their respective pastures throughout the exper­
iment^ except that, while both lots rooted up. the sod considerably 
early in September, lot 2 did a little more of the rooting. Septem­
ber 18th the pigs in all the lots were ringed, which checked their 
rooting. By reference to  table I, which gives the individual weights 
and gains o f the pigs,  ^ it w ill be seen that lot I had two pigs that 
during the second period, made poor gains. August 29th, No. n o  
seemed sick, and, as worms were suspected of being the cause she 
was shut away from feed for twelve hours and then given a drench 
0 one teaspoonful of turpentine in one-fourth pint linseed oil Sep- 
ember 14th No. 123 also seemed sick, and was given the canL 
treatment. Both pigs regained their appetites immediately, and be­
gan making good gains. A'll the pigs o f lot 2 made fairly uniform 
gains from the start. y
' W l-th, If tS ?  and 4 conditions-were not so similar. T h e  yard
occupied by lot 4 stood on somewhat lower, more level land than
8
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9Lot 1 
No.
KPU1*
115 b
11.7 s
121 s
128 b
134 b
130 s
140 s
150 b
154 , s
157/rt b
Total -
TABLE 1 —WEIGHTS AND GAINS OF PIGS.
Feed—Corn Meal 1, Shorts 1, Pasteurized milk, Timothy Pasture.
iWt. at 
beginning 
July 24
59.2 
35
37.2
32.2
65.7
46.2
55.8 
36.7
21.2 
20.3
409.5
40.95
Gains during seven 28 day periods.
1
Aug. 21
. 2 
Sept.18
3
Oct. 16
4 1
Nov. 13
5 I  
D ec. J9
6
Jan. 8
•7 1  1 
Feb. 5 1
22.3 31 43.5 49 27 ' - 25 25
18.5 17.5 28.5 39.5 33. 34 '2U~
18.8 21.5 37.5 50 21 35 21
16.3 2.5 30 45 25 36 ■ 25
22.3 30.5 38.5 51 21 36 23
14.3 10 34.5 46 29 39 37
23.7 17 32.5 36 22- 30 23
14.3 24 33.5 49.5 31 35 .36
9.3 17 17.5 18 24 26 19
8.2 17.5 21.5 31.5 23 32 32 ;
9 A 1188.
Average 
Av. Daily 
Total gain to date 
* b—barrow. S-^-Sow.
. . .8  .18.85
0.600 0.673
168. 355.5
31.75 ' 
1.134
41.55
1.484
-25:6 
0.914
32:8-
1.171
Final 
Weight 
Feb. 5
282
226
242
212
288
256
240
260
152
186
674 1089.5 1345.5 1673.5
26-.1-..
0.932
1934.5
2344 -234 A
Lot 2]
Sex
■ No. -
/1 1 9  
120 
128 
130 
I 131 
138 
136
144
145 
148
TABLE 1.—WEIGHTS AND GAINS OF PIGS._________ '
Feed—Corn Meal 1, Shorts 1, Infected Milk, Timothy Pasture?
Wt. at 
Beginning 
July 24
30
48.5
41.3 
60.8
63.3
19.3
44.8 
29
38.5
34.8
Gains during seven 28 day periods. Final
- 1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 Weight
Aug. 21 Sept. 18 Oct. 16 Nov. 13 Dec. 11 Jan. 8. Feb. 5 Feb. 5
14 22 28 37 23 36 12 202
i l 25 37.5 30 33 36 19 240
14.7 23.5 24.5 24 15 28 13 184
25.7 28.5 40.5 43.5 24 21 6 250
17.Y 24.5 34.5 35 20 25 -20 240
11 2 16.5 21 28 24 27 35 182
17.7 22 24.5 38 11 31 21 210
13 20 20 23 20 18 . 5 148
23.5 18.5 28 34.5 32 38 23 Ì 236
12.2 15 25 29 13 21 18 168
Total 410.3
Average 41.03 
Av. daily 
Total gain to date
160.7 
16.07 
0.574
160.7
215.5
21.55
0.77
376.2
283.5
28.351.012
659.7
322 215 281 172" 2060
32.2 21.5 28.1 17.2 206
1.15 0.768 1 004 0.614
981.7 1196.7 1477.7 1649.7_______
TABLE l .—WEIGHTS AND GAINS OF PIGS.1 1. VVLJiUii.AU ---*
—Corn Meal 1, Shorts 1, Pasteurized Milk Fed in Dry Yard.
Lot 3
Sex W t. at 
Beginning 
July 24
Gains during seven 28 days periods. Final
No. 1
Aug. 21
2 1 
Sept. 18
3
Oct. 16
4 ! 
Nov. 13
5
Dec. 11 6 1 Jan. 8
7
Feb. 5
Weight 
Feb. 5
114
¿16
124
,142
1143
1147
T53
156
¡158
159
s
s
b
b
s
s
b
b
s
b
45.3 
"82 
50
39.3
38.7
18.7 
36 
32 
48.7. 
24
8.7 
18 
12 ‘ 
10.7
7.3
1.3 
12
0
7.3 
2 .
10
24
12
18
8
6
14
6
144 ..
16
32
22
28
16
12
30
20
26
14
36
60
36
40
30
20
34
30
44
26
30 
30 I 
38 
36 
36 
20 
38 
28 
40 
1 32
37
21
16
33
32
11
27 
24 
30
28
15
27 
20 
33
28 
13 
29 
22 
28 
22
198 
294 
206 
238 
196 
102 
220 
162 
238 
1 152
Total
Average
414.7
41.47
79.3
7.93
116.
11.6
216.
21.6
. 356. 
35.6
328.
32.8
259.
25.9
237.
23.7
2006
200.6
Av dailv 0.283 0.414 0.771 1.271 1.171 0.925 0.840
Total gain to date 79.3 195.3 411.3 767.3 1095.3 1354.3 1591.3 -------:---------
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TABLE 1.—WEIGHTS AND GAINS OF PIGS.
Feed;—Com Meal 1 Shorts 1, Infected Milk. Fed in Dry Yard.
Lot 4 
No.
Sex Wt. at 
Beginning 
July 24
Gains during seven 28 day periods. Final 
Weight 
Feb. 51Aug. 21
2
Sept.18
m  3
Oct. 16
4
Nov. 13
5
Dec. 11
6
Jan. 8
7
Feb. 5
C  118 s 28 4 2 10 6 20 17 23 110
-  (. 125 b 44.7 7.3 14 24 42 44 25 25 226A  1\ 127 s 62 18 22 40 48 40 23 15 268r A 129 s 52.7 1.3 12 26 40 26 33 27 2181 *  y i36 b 33.3 (-3 .3) 4 14 24 22 10 10 114
| *138 s 42 10 4 16 30 *14 8
/  140 s 51.3 (-1 .3) 0 6 22 32 30 28 168
/  141 b 42.7 11.3 14 18 34 34 20 16 19C
/  162 b 36.7 11.3 14 22 38 34 34 10 200
1 155 b 20 2 2 4 12 20 14 12 86
Total 413.4
Average 41.34  
Av. daily
Total gain to date
60.6 88. 180. 296. 286. 206. 166.
6.06 8 .8 18. 29.6 30.2 22.9 18.4
0.216 0.314 0.643 1.057 1.079 0.817 0.659
60.6 148.6 328.6 624.6 910.6 1116.6 1282.6
*N o. 138 died Nov. 26, weight 116 lbs.
that of lot 3, and during the frequent rains of August became mud­
dier than the adjoining yard, to the manifest discomfort of the pigs. 
It is doubtless owing to this fact that the gains of lot 4 were at 
first so slow. Lots 3 and 4 were troubled some with large, round 
worms in the smaller pigs, so August 27th. Nos. 147 and 159 of 
lot 3, and 136 and 155 of lot 4 were each given one teaspoonful 
of turpentine in one-fourth pint of linseed oil.
(
P I G  N O . 138 O F  L O T  4.
November 26th., pig No. 138, a 116 pound sow of lot 4, died from 
no definitely assignable cause. About 10:00 o’clock A . M . . she 
was found lying on her side, kicking and squealing and unable to 
rise. 'She was separated from the others and died during the after­
noon. Post mortem examination by D r. L . M . H urt showed slight 
inflamation of the intestines and of one lung, and also slight tuber­
cular infection of one sub-maxillary gland and of the post pharyngeal 
gland of the opposite side. These things alone, however, were not 
thought to be serious enough to cause death.
E F F E C T  O F  T U B E R C U L O S IS  O N  F E E D IN G  Q U A L I T I E S .
Tables 2 and 3 give the total feed and gains of each lot by periods 
of twenty-eight days throughout the entire test. During the first 
three periods, until after the feeding of infected milk was begun, 
lot 2 had a little better appetite and ate more feed than lot 1 could 
be induced to take. During this time the gains of these two lots 
were practically equal. A fter lot 2 began to receive infected milk 
it gradually fell behind lot 1, both in feed consumed and in gains. 
In the amount of feed required for 100 lbs. gain, as shown in table 
4, lot 2 was somewhat in excess of lot 1 even at the start, but, 
after the tuberculous milk was fed, lot 2 required a great deal more
10
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TABLE 2.—TOTAL FEED CONSUMED. 
Seven periods of 28 days each..
Lot i .
Corn and Shorts 
Milk................................
Lot 2.
Corn and Shorts.........
Milk (Infected)............
Lot 3.
Corn and Shorts..........
Milk...................
Lot 4.
Corn and Shorts...........
Milk (Infected)...........
1
July 24 
to
Aug. 21
2
Au 21 
to
Ssp;.18
3
Sept.18 
to
Oct. 16
4 i  
Oct. 16 
to
N o v .13
5
N ov. 13 
to
Dec. 11
6
Dec. 11 
to
Jan 8.
7
Jan. 8 
to
Feb. 5
|  545 759.5 957 1569 1858 1894 1843.1
403 440 280
563 863 1050 1503 1758 1822 1779.1
403 440 280
496 615 786 1268 1680 1767 1576.6
403 440 280
496 552 674 1136 1333 1427 1205.2
403 440 280
196 days 
July 24 
to
Feb. 5
9425.6
1123
9338.1
1123
8188.6
1123
6823.2
1123
T A B L E  3.—AVERAGE GAINS MADE BY PIGS.
Seven periods of 28 days each. _______
1
July 24 
to
Aug. 21
2 . -T ' 3 
Aug. 21 Sept. 18 
to ( ' to 
Sept. 18 1 Oct. 16
4
Oct. 16 
tb
Nov. 13
5
Nov. 13 
to
Dec. 11
6
Dec. 11 
to
Jan. 8
7
Jan. 8 
to
Feb. 5
ll6days 
July 24 
to ' 
Feb. 5
Lot .1
Lot 2 (Infected) 
Lot 3
Lot|4(Infected)
16.8
16.07
7.93
6.06
18.85
21.55
11.6
8 .8
31.75
28.35
21.6
18.
41.55
32.2
35.6
29.6
25.6
21.5
32.8
30.2
32.8  
28.1
25.9
22.9
26.1
1712
23.7
18.4
193.45
164.97
159.13
133.96
feed for 100 lbs. gain than did lot i. W ith  lots 3 and 4 there 
w ai a decided difference in both feed and gains at the start, appar­
ently due to the yard occupied by lot 4 being muddier than the 
other yard during August. Later the effect of this set-back to 
lot 4 may still have been felt but taking the entire one hundred and 
ninety-six days of the test, there was less difference between lots 
3 and 4 than between lots 1 and 2, especially in feed required for 
100 lbs. gain. In fact after infected milk was fed to lot 4^  the feed 
required for 100 lbs. gain was practically the same as in lot 3> 
getting pasteurized milk under the same conditions. Lot 3> £®k* 
ting pasteurized milk in dry lot, required more feed for 100 lbs. 
gain than lot 1 treated similarly on pasture and less than lot 2, which 
was fed infected milk on pasture. So, while the behavior of these 
three lots impresses one with the thought that the pigs fed pasteur­
ized milk made the most economical gains, the record of lot 4 adds no 
evidence to bear out that idea.
T h e results of the feeding indicate, therefore, that,-whileJn both 
instances the pigs fed pasteurized milk made more rapid gains than 
those fed infected milk and the gains on pasture were made more 
economically with pasteurized milk, there was in dry lot feeding 
no practical difference in the economy of gains between pigs fed 
pasteurized and infected milk.
11
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TABLE 4.—FEED FOR 100 POUNDS GAIN.
Seven periods of 28 days each.
| 1 H  2 | 3 |" 4 I i5  i 6 ■ i 7 1196 days
July 24 Aug. 21 Sept. 18 Oct. 16 Nov. 13 Dec. 11 Jan. 8, July 24
to' 1 to 1 to 1 to 1 to 
Aug. 21 Sept.l8  0 ct. 16 Nov. 13 Dec. 11
to
Jan. 8
I to 
Feb. 5
to
Feb. 5
Lot 1
Corn and Shorts......... 324 403 301 377 725 577 706 487
Milk 1 ............................ 127 101 109 58
Lot 2.
Corn and Shorts........ 350 400 370 467 818 648 1034 .566
Milk (Infected)........... 142 137 130 68
Lot 3.
Corn and Shorts . . . . 625 530 364 358 513 682 665 515
Milk. . . .......................... 187 124 84 71
Lot 4.
Corn and Shorts........ .. 818 627 374 384 466 693 726 532
Milk (Infected). . . . . . 224 149 98 88 -
G E N E R A L  A P P E A R A N C E  O F  T H E  P IG S .
T h e  thrifty and unthrifty pigs were very evenly divided between 
the lots, at the beginning of. the experiment, and so they were at 
the end. A s the pigs on pasture made generally more rapid gains 
and attained a larger size than the dry lot pigs, their smallest pigs 
appeared less stunted than the smallest dry lot pigs. Each of the 
lots, also which were fed pasteurized milk attained a larger average 
•size-than the pigs of the corresponding lot fed infected milk; but, 
aside- from these differences in size, there was nothing in the con­
dition, apparent thrift or actions of the pigs to indicate differences of 
treatment. A ll the pigs ate heartily to the last, and there was no 
more coughing among the pigs of one lot than among the others. 
T h eir apperance was so uniformly similar that after the final weight 
they were all turned together and photographed in one group to 
show the general type of the pigs. W hen the pigs were ready for 
slaughter, experienced h o g ‘buyers considered them worth the top of 
the market, with the four smallest ones out at 50 cents less.
P O S T  M O R T E M  IN S P E C T IO N .
T h e  thirty-nine pigs living at the close of the feeding period 
were slaughtered February 8, 1907, by the A gar Packing Company 
of Des Moines and inspected by D r. Chester M iller, U . S. M eat 
Inspector. T h e  pigs all had a swallow fork in the left ear and all 
carried metal ear labels in the inner portion of the anterior edge 
of the same ear, so they were all shipped and slaughtered in 
one lot. T h ey were hung on a separate rail from the regular run 
of hogs, and given a very minute inspection such as is regularly given 
to those hogs, which, on general ante mortem and post mOrtem in­
spection,  ^ are suspected of being diseased and are labeled with the 
red retaining tag of the government. Three of the pigs, however,
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passed the inspection and showed no lesions of tuberculosis to be 
present. These were No. 115 of lot 1, and Nos. 147 and 156 of 
lot 3. T h e  other thirty-six carcasses were all examined in every 
organ and gland liable to infection with tuberculosis.
The Thirty-nine Grade Poland-China Pigs at close of Tuberculosis Experiment.
R E S U L T S  O F  IN S P E C T IO N .
T h e tabulated statement of. the results of the inspection, given 
in table 5, shows that the pigs fed infected milk were all affected 
with tuberculosis; also that lot i, fed pasteurized milk on timothy 
pasture, had two infected pigs, one case being so severe that the 
carcass was condemned.
Although the pigs of lots 3 and 4 were always in adjoining pens 
with only an open fence to separate them, none of the pigs of lot 
3 had tuberculosis, while all of lot 4 had it, so it seems that the 
disease is not likely to spread beyond the limits of the pen in which 
the infected animals are kept. T h e  pigs of lot 1 were separated 
by a lane a rod wide from the pigs of lot 2, so it does not seem prob­
able that they received their infection from lot 2. It is possible 
that the pastures on which the pigs of lots 1 and 2 were kept had 
been previously infected with the tubercle bacillus from pasturing 
other stock so affected, and that the two infected pigs of lot 1 con­
tracted the disease in that way. O r, it is possible that they may
13
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TABLE 5 —POST MORTEM EXAMINATION. 
Feed—Corn, Short, Pasteurized Milk, Pasture.
WEIGHTS AND GAINS. LOCATION OF TUBERCULOUS AREAS.
Lot 1 
No. K©CQ L
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115 b 59.2 222.8 282 1
117 s 35. 191. 226. 1 1 1 1 i
121 s 37.2 204.8 242 1
123 b 32.2 179.8 212 1 1 1
134 b 65.7¡222.3 288 1
139 s 46.2 209.8 256} 1
149 s 55.8'184.2 240 1
150 b 36.7i223.3 260 1
154-200 s 21.2,130.8 152 1
157 b 20.3¡165.7 186 1
Total 1 409.5'1934 2344 2 1 i l  1 1 1 9 í
TABLE 5.—POST MORTEM EXAMINATION. 
Feed—Corn, Shorts, Infected Milk, Pasture.
Weights and Gains._______  Location of Tuberculous Areas.
Lot 2 
No. Mm
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of^Carcass.
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119 b 30. 172. 202 1 1 1 1
120 s 48 .5  191.5 240 1 1 1 1 1 1
128 b 41.3 142.7 184 1 1 1 1 1
130-198,b 60.8 189.2 250 1 f l 1 1
131-199 s 63.3 176.7, 240 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
133 b 19.3 162.7 182 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i
135 b 44.8 165.2 210 ! 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1
144 s 29. 119. 148 i 1 1 1 1
145 s 38.5 197.5 236 1 1 1 1 1 1
148 s 34.8  133.2 168 i 1 1 1 1 1
Total 410.3 1649 2060 ' 10 10 2 8 8 5 3 2 3 5 2
TABLE 5 —POST MORTEM EXAMINATION.
Feed—Corn, Shorts, Pasteurized Milk, Fed in Dry Yard.
Weights and Gains.__________  Location of Tuberculous Areas.
Lot 3 
No.
Se
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Í 3
S 1-3
.SfM .© ÖCO
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Glands. ; Disposition 
of Carcass.
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O
114-163 s 45.3 152.7 198 1
116 s 8 2 / 212. 294 1
124 b: 50. 156. 206 1
• 142 b 39.3 198.7 238 1
143 s 38.7 157.3 196 1
147 s ‘18.7 83.3 102 1
153 b 36. 184. 220 \ 1
156 b 32. 130. 162 1
158-184 s 48.7 189.3 238 1
159 b 24. 128. 152 1
Total '414.7 1591 2006 I 1 10
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TABLE 5.—POST MORTEM EXAMINATION. g | 
Feed—Corn, Shorts, Infected Milk, Fed m Dry Yard, 
and Pains. Location of Tuberculous Areas.— --- H
Lot 4
No.
I Mbn'£.35 P fl®I d r-(1 > bu -fl? «i-i —u
0bßH-j »O
¡ l& f
cO
rr>"w J-Û C^ O tH (N
•S
mô-gî> _.rd O«.SP®
118 s 28 82 110
125 b 44.7 181.3; 226
127 s 62 206 268
129 s 52.7 165.3 : 218
136 b 33.3 80.7, 114
*138 s 42 74 1 Dead
140 s 51.3 116.7 168
141 b 42.7 147.3, 190
152 b 36.7 163.3, 200
155 b 20 66 86
Total 413.4 1282.6 1580
Glands.
a;0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Disposition 
of Carcass.
tsoom d
dto
Ö
* No. ~138~died Nov 26, weight 116 pounds,
have obtained it through the pasteurized 8 ^ 1 1 ^  
it is strange the infection was not more general, as every lot ot mint
™  e q u iiy  M p  l i i the f» r .lots. of
of the milk showed that the
A o o  *-w  K «  sniirce of infection is not at all proDaoie. w i 
couSe it should be borne in mind that although the pigs, were 
probably free from tuberculosis at the beginning T L “ w h a fth e  
it is not absolutely certain that none
exact source of infection of the two pigs of lot I cannot he ile 
mined it seems most probable that, since none of the pigs similar y 
T eH n  dry d T w e r e  infected, the blame should be attached to „the 
stock that may previously have frequented the pasture o f l o t g  T h e 
results indicate, however, very clearly that pigs in a dry lot are no 
hiore likely to ¿ontract bovine tuberculosis than are pigs m pasture, 
either from yards in which cattle have previously been kept or from
infected pigs occupying adjoining quarters.
E X T E N T  O F  I N F E C T I O N .
I There was, in a general way, aboht the same degree | ^ J § | |  
among the pigs of lot 2 on pasture and lot 4  on dry lot, so that t 
more favorable conditions for general thrift and growth of the pigs 
on pasture apparently had no influence with the disease jH g H g  
the infection of the individual pigs, it .is seen that every pig infected 
at- all at time of slaughter was affected in  the glands of the: cervical 
region; all-but one were affected in the bronchial region a h o u t80 
per cent were affected in the portal and mesenteric glands, one-half 
had affected livers, while only 20 to 30 per c m . t had affected spleens 
20 per cent had tuberculous areas on the insides of the nbs and 
other Darts of the body, and only 20  per cent had affected lungs. It
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is, indeed, chaacteristic of the disease in hogs that it is present in the 
cervical glands if it is present at all, and it is not at all certain to 
be found in the lungs.
As has previously been noted, the records of the weights, feeds 
and gains of the pigs in the several lots indicate that, while pigs 
affected with bovine tuberculosis may show by their outward ap­
pearance no perceptible difference from healthy pigs, their feeding 
qualities are nevertheless to some extent injured, so that they make 
smaller gains and are likely to require more feed for IOO l'bs. gain 
than healthy pigs. T h e  gains made by the infected pigs enforce the 
same thought. T h e  inspector makes three classes of infected hogs: 
( i ) Those that are very slightly and locally infected so that the 
main part of the carcass may be used for food; (2) those in which
the thoracic and abdominal organs and glands are considerably in­
fected, the rest of the carcass being made into lard; (3) those in 
which the infection is so serious and general that the carcass can 
in no way be safely used for food. Now, one would naturally expect 
that if the disease interfered with the nutritive processes of the pig, 
the animals showing least extensive infection would make more rapid 
growth than those in which the disease was more generally spread 
throughout the body. Combining the gains of the pigs of each class 
in lots 3 and 4, w e find that the six slightly infected pigs used 
for food made an average gain of 169.1 lbs. in one hundred and 
ninety-six days, the eight pigs condemned for lard made an average 
gain off 155.1 lbs., while the five pigs condemned for offal made 
an average gain of only 120.5 lbs.
T h e  most serious consequence of the disease is its contamination 
of the carcass. Compared with this, the interference with the thrift 
of the pigs is of small account. T h e  former endangers the health 
of the public; the latter simply reduces the feeder’s profits. T h e 
extent of the danger resulting from allowing pigs to become in­
fected with tuberculosis is shown by the fact that although it was 
the comparatively short time of four and one-half months from the 
time the first contaminated milk was fed until the animals were 
slaughtered only 30 per cent of the hogs were fit for food, 45 per cent 
were fit only for lard and 25 per cent were entirely unfit for food or 
for the making of food products.
C O N C L U S IO N S .
T .'V  Í ■’ ■ V . .///-. V-' ■ • :.. . V
T h e results of this experiment indicate:
1. T h at pigs fed milk containing virulent bacilli of bovine tuber­
culosis are very likely to become quickly and seriously infected with 
the disease.
2. T h at properly pasteurized creamery skim milk is a safe feed 
for pigs.- -
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I  T h a t pigs confined in small dry yards are no more susceptible
to tubercle bacilli from other sources.
O T H E R  E X P E R I M E N T S  O N  T R A N S M I S S I B I L I T Y . 
There is a number of records of observations and experiments
mr t t ^ b T :  1  ; to
m m m  and Cotton fed milk infected with tubercle bac.ll. to 
guinea pigs*. Subcutaneous inoculations of cultures were made 
hogs and ^ intra-abdominal g g t i o n s  on guinea H
oculated with human,
deer cultures respectively. A ll  the
Schroeder and Cotton summarize some of their results as follow s.
1. “That the high susceptibility of
holds good only when the ^ i ^ a n ^ t ^ c l p e  through the natural 
the body in a way m which it can *i s kin int0
•excretory organs; that is, when etc
cal in its  infectious character. guinea pigs remained
hogs contracted tuberculosis and the fifty-two guinea, y s
unaffected and in perfect health. . . ■ 1
M ohler experimented on guinea pigs by j | p j  
tubercular milk. T h e  disease:was transmitted by. both methods..
1 Oklahoma Bulletin No. 63, 1005
2 Bureau of Animal Industry S ^ V  Tml.Utrv ioOS3 Bulletin No. 44, Bureau of Animal industry, .
17
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Schroeder and M ahler summarize the question of infectiveness 
as follows :4
Ho^s readily contract tuberculosis through the ingestion of in­
fected. food. Their susceptibility to tuberculosis through exposure 
to infected food is much greater than that of guinea pigs.”
L O C A T I O N  O F  L E S IO N S .
Schroeder and Cotton describe the location of tuberculosis as 
follows:2
The localization of tuberculous disease in the lung of an an­
imal gives us no information as to the point at which the infectious 
material entered.
^  T.k® more especially and directly exposed to tuberculous
ailection than any other organ, because of the character of its cir­
culation and because the entire lymph stream that is poured into 
the circulation must pass through the lung before it ¡reaches the 
capillary structures or smaller and finer vessels of any other organ.
, . ^  is not necessary to account for the great frequency with 
which tuberculosis localizes itself in the lung by supposing that 
the most common form of exposure to tuberculosis is through the 
respiration.” .
M ueller has observed that feeding infected milk may develop pri­
mary tuberculosis of the lungs.3 Indirectly, other organs may be­
come affected. In pigs the glands of the head and throat are usually 
affected.
D IA G N O S IS .
In our experiment the tubercular and healthy hogs all had a good' 
appearance.. T h e  tubercular hogs in Lewis4 and in Schroeder. and 
M ahler s3 investigations also had an excellent appearance. Even 
in cases where hogs die of tuberculosis they , are fat and in good
condition. Tubercular hogs as a rule can not be picked out bv their 
looks. I
1 Bulletin No 88, Bureau of Animal Industry, 1906.
o iiH, e*im1 -x  P uroaii of Animal Industry* p. 19, 1906
Dr Ok as Sources of Infection in Tuberculosis.
But  1 1 1  1905> J - Congress4 Oklahoma Bulletin No. 63, 1904.
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Lewis tried the tuberculin test as a diagnostic. T h e  excitement 
of the hogs in applying the test caused a rise in- temperature that 
made it unreliable. By confining the hogs in crates and applying 
the tuberculin test eighteen hours later M ohler and  ^ Schroeder ob­
tained diagnoses that were as reliable as with cattle.
S O U R C E S  O F  T U B E R C U L O S IS .
T h e German Imperial Health office has recently given out the 
following in a summary of the results of investigations relative to 
the danger to human health from animal tuberculosis.
TUBERCULOSIS OF SWINE.
1. “In tuberculous swine, tubercle bacilli of the typus bovinus 
are almost without exception tbe only ones found in tbe disease 
centers.
2. “Tuberculosis of swine bas its principal origin in the tubercu­
losis of cattle and in tbe second place in the transference of tu­
berculosis from one bog to another. Nor is it impossible for the 
tuberculosis of other domestic mammals and of fowls to be trans­
ferred to swine. n |  , . , . „
3. “The tuberculous human being can give tuberculosis to swine,
no matter what be the origin of his own disease.
4 “As a source of infection, the excretions and the flesh ot 
diseased mammals in which living tubercle bacilli are contained 
come chiefly under consideration. The greatest danger comes from 
feeding swine with the separator réfuse from the dairies.
TUBERCULOSIS IN THE OTHER DOMESTIC MAMMALS.
1. “The tuberculosis of the other domestic mammals is to be 
traced back in most cases to the tuberculosis of cattle.
2. “It is to be expected that the repression of the tuberculosis 
of cattle will lead to a decrease of the tuberculosis of swine and the 
other domestic mammals.”
M ueller concludes that feeding infected milk may develop pri­
mary tuberculosis of the lungs. Indirectly other organs may become 
affected. H e says:
2 Md/k^ancT l^ir^PicSuct^as^&mirces^tif Infection in Tuberculosis, 
: oenigsber g | g  er many, Proceedings of
est, 1905, Jo. of Comp. an. and Thera. Vol. X IX  Part 1 Marcn.
3 Bureau of Animal Industry Bulletin No. 38.
Dr. O. Mueller 
Congress, Buda
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“Turning in the next place to the importance of milk infection 
and to its share in the general dissemination of tuberculosis among 
animals, this cannot be determined w ith certainty, a t  least in the 
case of horses, and still more so in the case of cattle, because in 
these inhalation also plays a very im portant role, and because cattle 
as a rule, are not slaughtered' until they have reached an age at 
which no one is able certainly to decide what was the starting  point 
of any tuberculosis present. In pigs, however, we know th a t since 
a direct hereditary transm ission scarcely ever occurs, and since an 
infection in consequence of co-habitation, although it  does occur, 
may be regarded as unimportant, tuberculosis is mainly an ingestion 
tuberculosis, determ ined by m ilk and dairy products containing tu ­
bercle bacilli.1. This is proved in the first place by the fact th a t 
tuberculosis is very prevalent among pigs only where, as in North Ger­
many and especially in Denmark, a large dairy industry is carried 
on. The slaughter-house reports, show th a t here as a rule 3 to 4% 
of the pigs are found to be tuberculous. In some slaughter-houses 
6 to 8 per cent, and, indeed 14% of all the pigs slaughtered in Co­
penhagen in 1897 were affected with tuberculosis. Opposed to this 
are the statistics from Bavaria for the years 1896-1900; here there 
is only a small dairy industry, and only 0.2 to 0.4 per cent of the 
slaughtered pigs were tuberculous.”
The danger of infection where hogs follow cattle as scavengers 
was demonstrated by Schroeder and Mohler.2 The investigators 
conclude as follows:
“The feces of cattle tha t swallow tubercle bacilli are highly in­
fectious for hogs th a t are exposed to them.
“The feces of tuberculous cattle very probably contain numerous 
tubercle bacilli tha t reach the intestine through swallowing or other­
wise.
“While no hogs were included in the present experiments th a t 
were fed milk from tuberculous cows, we judge from experiments, 
previously made, in which hogs were fed large quantities of such 
milk, th a t of the two methods the exposure of hogs to the feces 
or to the milk of tuberculous cattle the • former has by far the 
greater danger, entirely 'apart from "the fact tha t exposure to thé 
feces in the m anner in which it occurs, is never a  simple exposure 
to one thing, but a general exposure to all the infectious material 
th a t may pass from cattle irrespective of whether they are milk- 
producing anim als or not.
“ It is a question w hether the tuberculosis th a t occurs among 
hogs associated with dairy establishments is not more directly trace­
able to  the feces of tuberculous cows than to  skim milk. Tuberculous 
cows with unaffected udders secrete milk infected with tubercle 
bacilli so rarely tha t the injection of such milk into the peritoneal 
cavities of guinea pigs (which is an exceedingly delicate test for the 
presence of tubercle bacilli) led to  the inference in  earlier inves­
tigations ‘tha t if all cattle affected with advanced generalized 
tuberculosis and all cattle w ith diseased udders were eliminated 
from dairy herds, very little  infected m ilk would reach the m a rk e t/
1 Milk and D airy Products as Sources of Infection in Tuberculosis, Dr. O. Mueller 
Koenigsberg, Germany, Proceedings of the V III International Veterinary Congress, Buda. 
Pest, 1905, .To. of Comt>. An. and Thera.. Vol. X IX  P art 1. March.
2 Bulletin No. 88. Bureau of Animal Industry, p. 48, 1906.
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This inference should be modified by the conclusions drawn from 
investigations published in the Twenty-first Annual Report of the 
Bureau of Animal Industry (p. 65) in which it is pointed out that 
the danger th a t milk may become infected from the environment 
of tuberculous cattle is probably greater than through the milk- 
secreting structures of tuberculous cows with healthy udders, and 
hence that no tuberculous animals should be allowed to remain 
among dairy cattle or in dairy herd's. This la tte r conclusion is 
still further emphasized by the results obtained in the experiments 
recorded in Bulletin No. 44 of this Bureau.
“Finally, we wish to add tha t the microscopic examination, and 
inoculation tests of the feces and of scrapings from the walls of the 
rectum just inside of the anal opening of the cattle th a t drank in­
fected water showed the presence of a considerable number of tu ­
bercle bacilli. The germs were all isolated and not in clumps. This 
fact shows more conclusively even than the tuberculous condition 
of the cattle actually passed through their stomachs and intestines 
and out through their rectums. The microscopic examination and 
inoculation test of the feces from an old' tuberculous cow, not used 
in the experiment, tha t had been affected a number of years with 
naturally aquired tuberculosis, also showed’ the presence of tubercle 
bacilli, but in much smaller numbers than the feces of the cattle 
tha t drank the artificially infected water.”
PREVALENCE OF TUBERCULOSIS.
Salmon has arranged the following table of tuberculin tests.1
S t a t e .
N u m b e r
t e s t e d
N u m b e r
T U B E R C U L O U S
P e r c e n t
T U B E R C U ­
L O U S
60,000
24,685
4,093
£6,300
947
2,390 3 .9
12,443
1,080
50.0
26.4
14.2
66 6 .9
1,200
34,000
2,500
929
163 18.4
4,800 14.1
21 .4
Illinois, 1897-98......................................................... 12.0
Illinois, 1899 ............................. .................................. 3,655 560 15.3
13.0
3,430 . 11.1
'873 122 13.8
Experiment Station tests ]—
323 115 35.6
935 84 9 .0
State . Veterinarians’ tests—
588 191 32.5
Tests of local veterinarians under state veteri­
narian on cattle intended for shipment 
to states requiring tuberculin certificates 3,421 76 2 .2
1 Bulletin No. 38, Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S.
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Salmon also gives the following table, showing the percentages 
of reacting animals in the different, breeds:1
Breed.
Number
of
animals
tested
Number 
of animals 
which 
reacted.
Percent of 
animals 
which 
reacted
Ayrshire........................................ 52 
390 
248 
366 
114 
d 17
16
108
60
24g
30.7 J
27.7 , jAberdeen-Angus..............................S h o rth o rn .................................
Jersey........................................
Gallowav..................................
Hereford ?.......................... 17 ? * ^  wJ4.1
1 Bulletin No. 38, Bureau of Animal Industry. U. S. A.
T h e following table gives slaughter-house statistics on tubercu­
losis in cattle and hogs, number of carcasses of cattle and hogs in­
spected, and the number condemned for tuberculosis during the 
years 1901 -1905 P
iCATTLE ' HOGS
Year
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
“This table does not show the total number of animals affected 
with tuberculosis for in many cases only a pait of the carcass wa.3 
condemned and probably in a still larger number of cases the dis­
ease had progressed so slightly that the entire carcass was passed 
as fit for human food. These milder cases of disease are not in­
cluded as correct statistics of them are not available.”
D A N G E R  O F  I N F E C T I O N  F R O M  D A I R Y  P R O D U C T S .2
No. of
carcasses in­
spected
No. of 
carcasses 
condemned
% of 
carcasses 
condemned
No. of 
carcasses 
inspected
No. of 
carcasses 
condemned
, % of car­
casses con- 
1 demned
5,219,149 6,454 .10 24,642,753 8,650 .0355,559,969 7,944 .14 25,277,107 14,927 .0596,134,410 8,598 .14 21,793,738 20,299 .0926,350,011 10,173 .16 24,128,462 34,658 .1436,096,597 10,955 .18 25,323,984 64.919
T h e danger of infection from milk of cows with udder tubercu­
losis is always present. Sometimes a single meal of such milk is 
sufficient to infect, j Tests of the Prussian Herd Book Society show 
that tuberculous milk produces a high rate of infection in calves, 
sometimes 100 per cent. T h e danger of skim milk from creameries 
is attested by Thomassen, Bang, and others. Buttermilk is also 
dangerous. M ueller applied the tuberculin test to a herd of calves 
fed on buttermilk and found 60 per cent of them tuberculous.
1 Bui. No. 38, Bureau of Animal Industry U S
2 .Milk and Dairy products as Sources of Infection in Tuberculosi« 
Koemgsberg, Germany, Proceedings of the VIII International Vefprinar 
Pest, 1905, Jo. of Comp An. and Thers. Vol. X IX  Part 1'M a rch f* ™ '
3 Hang, Nocaj-d, Ostertag, Lucas and Morro, and Mueller.
Dr. O. Mueller, 
Congress, Buda
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“What is true of calves naturally applies to pigs. There are so 
many observations bearing on this and especially with regard to the 
feeding of pigs with by-products from creameries, such a s  skimmed 
milk, buttermilk, whey and centrifuge slime, that it would be su-. 
- perfluous to go further into the matter. It will suffice to point out 
that tuberculosis is frequently conveyed to pigs by milk and cream­
ery products and' indeed sometimes to such an extent that bO to m fa 
or even 100% of the animals may be tuberculous.
T h e investigations of the East Prussian Dutch Herd Book Society 
cover about 20,000 cows.1 About 6,000 to 7,000 were tuberculous 
and out of 1596 samples oif milk from reacting cows, 97 contained 
virulent tubercle bacilli. T h e  most frequent source of infection was 
tuberculosis of the udder, namely, fifty-nine times, y In harmony 
with this are the investigations of Beatty who examined the milk 
of two hundred and seventy-two farms and found tubercle bacilli 
twenty-seven times in fourteen of which udder tuberculosis was rec­
ognized as the source of infection.'
M ohler investigated the infectiveness of milk from cows that re­
acted to the tuberculin test.2 T h e following are some of his results:
“The combined results of the ingestion and inoculation experi­
ments show that the milk of twelve out of fifty-six reacting cows, 
or 21.4 per cent, has at one time or another since the beginning 
of the experiment contained virulent tubercle bacilli.”
CONCLUSIONS.
“Prom the results of the experiments conducted in this laboratory, 
as well as from the majority of similar investigations quoted in 
this article, the following conclusions regarding the infectiousness 
of milk from tuberculous cows seem justifiable.
1. “The tubercle bacillus may be demonstrated in milk from 
tuberculous cows when the udders show no perceptible evidence of 
disease, either macroscopically or microscopically.
2. “The bacillus of tuberculosis may be excreted from such an 
udder in sufficient numbers to produce infection in experimental 
animals both by ingestion and inoculation.
1 Milk and Dairy Products as Sources of Infection in Tuberculosis, Dr. O. Munller, 
Koenigsberg, Germany Proceedings of the VIII International Veterinary Congress, Buda 
Pest, 1905, Jo. of Comp. An. and Thera Vol. X IX  Part 1 March.
2 Bulletin No. 44, Bureau of'AimaPJndustry p. 79, 1903.
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3. “That in cows suffering from tuberculosis the udder may, 
therefore become affected at any moment.
4. “The presence of the tubercle bacillus in the milk of tuberculous 
cows is not constant, but varies from day to day.
5. “Cows secreting virulent milk may be affected with tuber­
culosis to a degree that can be detected only by the tuberculin test.”
6. “The physical examination or general appearance of the an­
imal can not foretell the infectiveness of the milk.
7. “The milk of all cows which have reacted to the tuberculin 
test should be considered as suspicious, and should be subjected to 
sterilization before using.
• 8 “'Still better, tuberculous cows should not be used for general 
dairy purposes.”
Russell inoculated rabbits and guinea pigs with the milk of seven 
reacting cows.1 T h e  milk of one cow produced tuberculosis in the 
rabbits. T h e  cow had udder tuberculosis. T he percentage of in­
fectious milk was 14.3.
T h e same investigator fed creamery separator slime to hogs.2 
None of the hogs became infected.
P R E V E N T IO N .
T h e spreading of bovine tuberculosis can be decreased by elimina­
tion of tubercular cattle and pasteurization of dairy products. T h e 
efficiency of such methods is borne out by the following statistics by 
Bang.
RESULTS OF TUBERCULIN TESTS OF CATTLE IN DENMARK FROM 18 3 to  19043
Year or 
Period
Farms
Total
First
testing
No. of 
animals 
tested
No. of 
animals 
react­
ing
% >t test­
ed >, ú - 
mal ■ 
reacting
Apr. 1893 to June, 1894 . . . 327 327 8,401 3,362 40.0June, .1894 to Oct. 1895 . . 1,873 1,645 44,902 17^303 38.5Oct., 1895 to May, 1896 930 749 20,791 6,622 31.9May, 1896 to June, 1897) . . 3,012 84,897 2L668 25.5June, 1897 to May, 1898) . . 2,165 65J88 15,642 23.8May, 1898 to Jan. 1899 . . . 1,454 618 35,533 7,725 21.7Year 1899 .............................. 1,283 543 33,568 6,759 20.1Year 1900 ............................ 1,101 417 26,078 4,976 18.0Year 1901 ............................ 695 259 18,818 2,857 15.2Year 1902 ............................ 895 396 23,347 3,531Year 1903 ............................ 646 213 19,346 2|875 14.8Year 1904 ............................ 738 277 23,164 3,750 16.2
Total 17,268 10,621 404,651 97,070 24.0
1 Eleventh An. Rept. Wis. Expt. p. 196 et. seq. 1894.
2 Ibid. _p. 201.
3 Bulletin No. 38, Bureau of Animal Industry.
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